
I. ROAD SHIPMENT EUR
1. Unloading to warehouse or Cargo Point incl. stand delivery - load up to 300 kg / 2 cbm or vice versa per operation 130,00

2. Unloading to warehouse or Cargo Point incl. stand delivery - load up to 7 LDM / 25 cbm or vice versa per operation 244,00

3. Unloading to warehouse or Cargo Point incl. stand delivery - load up to 13,6 LDM / 60 cbm or vice versa per operation 520,00

4. Direct unloading to stand -  load up to 7 LDM / 25 cbm or vice versa per operation 122,00

5. Direct unloading to stand -  load up to 13,6 LDM / 60 cbm or vice versa per operation 260,00

II. AIRFREIGHT SHIPMENT EUR
1. Collection at the airport incl. delivery to stand via warehouse or vice versa per kg 0,98

2. Minimum per shipment 180,00

3. Customs transit document per shipment 45,00

4. Terminal and Storage charges at the Prague Airport 

III. COURIER SHIPMENT EUR
1. Unloading to warehouse or Cargo Point incl. stand delivery - load up to 50 kgs or vice versa per operation 65,00

IV. STORAGE EUR
1. Handling of empties - collection, storage and return minimum 2 cbm per 1 cbm 42,00

2. Handling of full goods - collection, storage and return minimum 2 cbm per 1 cbm 63,00

3. Storage of exhibits, goods and material minimum 2 cbm per 1 cbm/week 13,00

3.1. transfers to/from warehouse charged as per paragraph. I.

V. CUSTOMS CLEARANCE EUR
1. Drawing of customs declaration per main sheet incl. 1 customs tariff Code 94,00

2. for additional customs tariff Code 7,00

3. Duties and taxes, Consume-tax as per documentation as per outlay

4. Disbursement fees on total value of duties and taxes 10%

5. Customs Bond fee Guarantee import/export on CIF value 0,5%

6. Minimum per shipment 40,00

7. Customs clearance & inspection & documentation per way 160,00

8. Carnet ATA per way 85,00

9. Carnet TIR issuing 80,00

VI. MANUAL HANDLING EUR
1. Labour minimum 2 hours per hour 18,00

2. Slinger minimum 4 hours per hour 23,00

3. Banding (always + VIII.1.) per meter 1,30

4. Schrink wrapping or wrapping with bubble foil (always + VIII.1.) 1 piece/1cbm per colli 15,00

VII. TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT EUR
1. Slings, ropes, hooks* minimum 1 hour per hour 15,00

2. Lever, rollers, wheel set* minimum 1 hour per hour 60,00

3. Pallet Jack minimum 1 hour per hour 22,00

4. Forks extensions for forklift 4,5 tons - length 3 m minimum 1 hour per hour 15,00

5. Scissor lifts and working platforms* price on request

VIII. CRANE WITH DRIVER EUR
1. Crane up to 35 tons of lift capacity* minimum 2 hours per hour 175,00

1.2. Delivery and removal 195,00

2. Crane up to 50 tons of lift capacity * minimum 2 hours per hour 215,00

2.1. Delivery and removal 260,00

IX. ADDITIONAL CHARGES EUR
1. Obligatory fixed charge import 18,00

2. Obligatory fixed charge export 18,00

X. SURCHARGES % 
1. for service after 18:00 25 %

2. for service after 22:00 50 %

3. for service on Saturday, Sunday, public holiday 50 %

4. for services outside the official time for assembly or disassembly 100 %

5. for delayed shipments 100 %

6. upper floor surcharge 25 %

7. unpacked goods 50 %

XI. REMARKS
*

1.

2.

3. Handling of empties is to be understood as the empty cases contain NO exhibits, goods or material

4. Centrumsped´s liability for the shipment ends by the delivery to the exhibitor´s stand or the nearest available/accessible spot

even if the exhibitor is not present. Centrumsped´s liability for the shipment/empty case begins at the moment of it´s physical pick up from the exhibitor's stand

5. VAT at the statutory rate will be added to the above rates

6. We work according to the General conditions of freight forwarding of the Association of forwarding and logistics of the Czech Republic, latest issue.

Forwarding & Onsite Handling Tariff     
CANNAFEST 2021 - PVA EXPO PRAGUE  

Must be ordered at least 10 working days before assembly. Use of platforms according to our offer only in case that work does not include hanging on the hall construction, in which case it must be ordered from the event 

organizer including platforms

This Tariff is valid for the handling of all shipments delivered to the Exhibition Fairgrounds PVA EXPO Letnany for CANNAFEST 2021 only

Unloading means the unloading of the shipments from the vehicle using the ordered technical equipment or manpower incl. delivery to the exhibitor´s stand and the nearest available/accessible spot in a continuous working 

action and vice versa. Each started hour, meter, CBM is invoiced as a full

as per outlay + 12,5 % commission

per exhibitor/shipment

per exhibitor/shipment


